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DAVID HOUSTON, office number redaded
v cell phone number

redacied was interviewed at the Pinellas Resident Agency of the FBI.

Also present during the interview was HOUSTON's client, TERRY BOLLEA. After
being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of

the interview, HOUSTON provided the following information:

HOUSTON was asked to explain what law enforcement agencies he had
spoken with prior to his visit to the FBI. HOUSTON advised since
(hereinafter referred to as[::::::::], also known as

resided in Tierra Verde, FL as well as the sex act took place in Tierra
Verde, FL, he had contacted the St. Petersburg Police Department (SPPD). b5 -2, 5

Prior to SPPD, HOUSTON had contacted the Clearwater Police Department b7c —2, 5

(CPD). SPPD Major spoke with the State Attorney's Office and told
HOUSTON that the filming of the sex act between BOLLEA and HEATHER CLEM was

out of statute and a criminal investigation would not be initiated. HOUSTON
was also encouraged to speak with the FBI.

Agent Note: Interviewing Agents explained the jurisdiction of Tierra
Verde and St. Petersburg and recommended that if needed, HOUSTON consult
with the Pinellas Sheriff's Office as they have jurisdiction over Tierra
Verde.

Since GAWKER released the one minute of the BOLLEA sex tape, HOUSTON
has been contacted by a number of outlets to include[::::::::::::::} an

of the website thedirty.com;
TMZ and others.| has claimed that he has seen the sex tapes and has
been helpful to HOUSTON.E::::::]LNU (last name unknown) and[::::::::::::]
from TMZ contacted HOUSTON soon after the one minute clip came out on

GAWKER on October 3, 2012.| Iandl |advised HOUSTON that they
transcribed the tape and after the sex act was over, BOLLEA leaves the b6 ‘2, 4

room. Once BOLLEA is gone,[:::::::]walks into the room and made a comment, b7c ‘2' 4

while laughing, to the effect of the tape being a retirement fund if ever
needed.

Following the conversation with and HOUSTON waq
contacted directly bj

I
attorney for Prior to

phone call, was still denying that he was at all ehind the taping
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of the sex act stated to HOUSTON that would at that point,
not deny the taping. HOUSTON felt that this statement Violated[::::::] and

attorney—client privilege.

b6 —2

HOUSTON was initially contacted Via e—mail by on October lO, b7c —2

2012. After exchanging e—mails,[::::::::]and HOUSTON spoke on the telephone

whereby[::::::::]stated to HOUSTON that he was a

that represented the possessors of additional sex tapes involving BOLLEA
and HEATHER CLEM.[::::::::]further stated that he would negotiate with
HOUSTON and BOLLEA for the purchase of the copyrights of the tapes.

stated that it would have to "be worth his while" financially to

sell the tapes. He also indicated to HOUSTON that negotiating in this way
was his specialty.

In a subsequent conversation between HOUSTON and
stated that he had reviewed the tapes and said one of the tapes contained
racial epitaphs which could hurt BOLLEA'S career if released. also
claimed that the possessors of the tapes obtained them legally as they
purchased a laptop which contained said images/tapes. HOUSTON set further

b6 2conversation up for a conference call and has not had additional contact
b7c _2

withl since October 12, 2012. (HOUSTON provided e—mails which will
be kept in a _'_A folder in the file)

Agent Note: Contained within the 1A are interview notes containing
statements from both BOLLEA and Houston. Separate 302's were written to

separate the statements.
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